
 

 

Hidden Camera Surveillance 

WiFi Stereo Music Speaker & Wireless Phone 
Charger 1080P HD Spy Camera 

If seeking a WiFi HD Spy Camera product that is highly advanced and actually a great product to 
have anyway, look no further this is an absolute must have device.   Here we have an extremely nice 
looking digital Clock but also built in are amazing stereo speakers not to mention a wireless Qi 
(pronounced chee) mobile phone charger.  Can you believe it !!   
 

Cleverly hidden inside the Clock Charger is a WiFi module plus a 2-megapixel pinhole camera and a 
mini microphone. Live view this camera from your phone or PC from anywhere in the world and 
remotely save or playback motion detected video and audio recordings. Absolutely amazing stuff 
and so covert !!        

Tel 1300 763 235 

Model No. WF-CHARGER-CAM 
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This digital Clock is so much more than just a clock.  It’s almost like the reason for buying it for a 
specific purpose (and by that I mean the hidden camera and WiFi) play second fiddle to the Bluetooth 
Stereo Speaker system and Wireless Phone Charging.  
 
If you ever had any concerns about introducing something new or foreign into a home or office, 
workshop or anywhere that you have some sort of concern, I really can’t think of anything better and 
so useful for other purposes as well. It’s after all fully functional as a stereo music speaker so it can 
play music stored on your mobile phone (sounds brilliant by the way) has an internal rechargeable 
lithium battery that can keep the speaker and WiFi functional for several hours or more but it can also 
be connected to a power point for long term functionality.  
 
Provided you have WiFi available wherever the camera is located (you need to know the WiFi router 
password) then you have complete remote access to the camera from anywhere in the world and from 
any web-enabled device.  
 

	
 

 
 
Tell me more 
Ideally suited to homes, offices, warehouses, sheds etc you name it. As a matter of interest this 
fantastic WiFi Clock, Speaker & Wireless Phone Charger camera has a very covert pinhole 2.0 
megapixel camera with audio microphone built in. To the naked eye no one but no one will find it. After 
all, this is a real and fully functional so to any suspicious eye, who would take any notice or even 
suspect its real purpose.  
 
The covert of hidden camera lens has a very wide 140-degree field of view so ideal for any size room 
or office etc.  No Glow Invisible IR (Infra Red) night vision.  Yes that’s right, this camera can see and 
record even in a total darkness up to 6m from the camera using built in night vision. 
 
How do I know if my Iphone or Android supports Wireless charging? 
Most modern or new mobile phones support wireless charging but not all phones.  To understand 
which phones support wireless charge charging and which model phone requires an optional charging 
accessory, please see the following links; 
https://www.mobilefun.co.uk/blog/wireless-charging-guide/#builtin 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ExHQnxE7Kys 
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Features 
Digital Clock, Bluetooth Stereo Speakers & Wireless Phone Charger WiFi Hidden Camera 
2.0 Mega Pixel CMOS Lens 
HD 1080P 1920 x 1080 
6 meters invisible night vision 
Wi-Fi P2P Live streaming Video 
Wireless Stereo Bluetooth Music Speaker 
H.264 Video Compression 
Motion detection & Phone Push notification 
Internal 5000mA Rechargeable battery 
5V USB charger supplied 
Supports Max 8-128GB Class 10 Micro SD Card 
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Need more information 

 

Hidden Camera Surveillance 

A Division of Forrestbridge Pty Ltd Est. 1982 

PO Box 773  

Ashmore City QLD 4214 

Email: sales@hiddencamera.com.au 

URL     www.hiddencamera.com.au  

 

Tel 1300 763235 

Specifications 


